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I – SCIENTIFIC ACTIVITY DURING YOUR FELLOWSHIP 
I have been working as part of cureIT project in dataSED department under prof. Leon Moonen’s 
supervision. In this project, I have aimed at developing strategy for the evalua'on of self-healing 
techniques; that can learn system’s normal behaviour and iden'fy when a system behaves 
abnormally and diagnose root cause of failure along with its impact. My work was focused at 
exploring the viability of using chaos engineering for this purpose. Concrete ac'vi'es included: 

1. Study of chaos engineering 
2. Study of Kubernetes 
3. Study of possible failure scenarios in a given system 
4. Injec'ng faults in a running system 
5. Monitoring changes in system behaviour before and aXer fault injec'on 

I started my fellowship with a collabora'on on development of research agenda for self-healing 
systems. We explored the suitability of AIS for building self-healing systems; and we surveyed the 
current research direc'ons in self-healing systems and AIS. This research study was published in 
SANER 2021.



Then, I con'nued with the study of chaos engineering and Kubernetes; covering related books, 
related papers and related ar'cles. Also, in order to further equip myself, I took two online 
courses: 

Course 1: A PracAcal Guide to Kubernetes (online at Udemy) 
This course covers the concepts of:  

• Fundamentals of Kubernetes and what the main components of a cluster look like.  
• How to use those components to build, test, deploy, and upgrade applica'ons, as 

well as how to achieve state persistence once your applica'on is deployed.  
• How to secure deployments and manage resources, which are crucial DevOps 

skills. 

Course 2: Kubernetes chaos engineering with chaos toolkit and IsAo (Online at 
EducaAve) 
This course covers the concepts of: 

• The benefits of chaos engineering 
• How to be rewarded for destruc'on 
• How to test and find limits of a system 
• How to improve a system based on lessons learned from chaos experiments 

Exploring Chaos Engineering for SoVware tesAng and monitoring  
Chaos Engineering is the discipline of experimen'ng on a system in order to build confidence in 
the system’s capability to withstand turbulent condi'ons in produc'on. Through scien'fic chaos 
engineering experiments, you can test for evidence of weaknesses in your system. Figure 1 
shows the work-flow during a chaos experiment. 

                                      
Figure 1: Chaos Experiment Flow 

Next we explore Kubernetes environments for chaos tes'ng and system monitoring with sample 
applica'on tes'ngs. Kubernetes: an open-source container-orchestra'on system for automa'ng 
computer applica'on deployment, scaling, and management.  Fault injecAon using the chaos 
toolkit to orchestrate chaos experiments against the target system. Monitoring tools of Grafana, 
Kiali and Prometheus; for monitoring performance metrics, data scraping, and visualisa'on of 
data traffic flow.  
We have used many online available Kubernetes demo projects [1] to examine failure scenarios, 
inject faults and monitor how the fault injects affects the system under study. The demo projects 
are deployed in the setup as shown in figure 2, and we then design and run chaos tests on the 
deployed services and examine the affects on overall system via monitoring tools.



 
Figure 2: Deployment Overview for Fault injec'on and Monitoring using Chaostoolkit-kubernetes 

In figure 3, I present a chaos test run in a Kubernetes cluster. Chaos test for service availability: 
Each service has 2 pods running; if some events lead to termina'on of both pods then service 
becomes unavailable. Best solu'on here is to use auto-scaling feature in Kubernetes 
environment. The graph is figure 3, can be examined via Kiali (monitoring tool). 

 
Figure 3: A chaos test to check applica'on availability  

During this period, I have explored and experimented with injec'on of failures into systems using 
chaos engineering and studied system behaviour. The results helped us in finding system 
pagerns and reac'ons during and aXer failure encounters; it can further assist us in building a 
resilient system. The purpose of this study is to make add self-healing and self-adap'ng 
capabili'es into the system. We developed our own guinea pig system (with limited use cases for 
now) of a smart office to have more freedom in designing flexible failure scenarios, and then 
incorporate self-healing proper'es into this system based on failure responses. The currently 
implemented smart office use-cases are tested for failure scenarios of: service availability, 
erroneous input from sensors, sensor down, and delay in service. We then deployed counter 
measures to make the system resilient to these failures; to compare resilient and non-resilient 
services. In addi'on, we also examine the level of resilience supported within Kubernetes 
environment without addi'on of custom func'onality. The findings from this study are planned 
to be added in our soon to be submiged paper for SEAMS 2022.  

[1] h[ps://williamlam.com/2020/06/interesAng-kubernetes-applicaAon-demos.html

https://williamlam.com/2020/06/interesting-kubernetes-application-demos.html
https://williamlam.com/2020/06/interesting-kubernetes-application-demos.html


II – PUBLICATION(S) DURING YOUR FELLOWSHIP
1. Naqvi, M.A., Astekin, M., Malik, S. and Moonen, L., 2021, March. Adap've Immunity for 

SoXware: Towards Autonomous Self-healing Systems. In Interna,onal Conference on 
So6ware Analysis, Evolu,on and Reengineering (SANER) (pp. 521-525). IEEE.

III – ATTENDED SEMINARS, WORKHOPS, CONFERENCES
Conferences: 
1. SoXware Analysis, Evolu'on and Reengineering Virtual (SANER); March 9-12, 2021 
2. Interna'onal Conference on SoXware Engineering (ICSE); May 25-28, 2021 

Workshops: 
1. Online CodeRefinery workshop May 10-12, 18-20. 

To learn about Git, GitHub, soXware tes'ng, documenta'on wri'ng, Jupyter 
notebooks, tools for reproducible research soXware development, soXware 
licensing, and modular coding, and many 'ps and tricks. 

Postdoc Career Success Programme 2021 
Programme content 
• 15 online modules over 7 months (on average 2 hours to complete) 
• one-to-one access to PostdocTraining's experienced mentors for career coaching 
• email career guidance / email support 
• career op'ons masterlist, a database of PhD career path case-studies 
• a monthly news service on research-related career issues 

IV – RESEARCH EXCHANGE PROGRAMME (REP)
I completed my research exchange programme from 5 to 9 December with Prof. Fabio 
Mar'nilli, who is a research director of the Italian Na'onal Research Council (CNR). The 
REP is was conducted online due to covid restric'ons regarding travelling.  
We started the REP, with an introduc'on presenta'on, where I introduced all the 
research areas and research topics I have worked on 'll date. Then, a few members from 
Prof. Fabio’s group introduced their research topics. The presenta'ons were followed by 
discussions' sessions to help in understanding each other’s research direc'ons. The 
presenta'on material and relevant published papers were exchanged for follow-up reads 
and further discussions con'nued via emails.   
During this REP, we had a valuable experience of exchanging our  respec've research 
backgrounds; learning new research ideas and direc'ons from each other; and finding 
poten'al topics for future collabora'ons. 


